Grade

Trend

Sport

Titanium

FORD
KUGA

ST-LINE

Mechanical
Engine

Ecoboost™

Fuel type (octane number)

92

Displacement (Cc)

1500

Maximum power (HP @ RPM)

180 @ 6000 rpm

Maximum torque (N.m@RPM)

240 @ 1600 – 5000 rpm

Maximum speed (Kph)

200

Drive Line

AWD

Transmission

6 Speed A/T

Convenience and Functionality
Cruise Control









Rear Parking Aid Sensors









Power adjustable, heated mirrors with side Indicator









Start/Stop









Auto-folding Mirrors With Approach light









SYNC3 with 8 inch touch screen









Keyless Entry & Keyless Start









Dual Zone Electronic Automatic Temperature Control (EATC)









Rear view camerra









Satelite Navigation









Sport tuned suspension









Adaptive cruise control









Active park assist









Front Parking Aid sensors









Anti-lock braking system (ABS)









Electronic stability program (ESP) with Hill launch assist (HLA)









7 Aitbags









Traction control system (TCS)









Trailer stability function









Electric parking brake









Tire pressure monitoring system (TPMS)









Collision mitigation system









17" alloy wheels (7.5x17)









Roof Rails Silver









Front Chrome grille









Privacy glass









Power opening panorama roof









LED DTRL

















18" alloy wheels (7.5x18)









Bi-Xenon HID headlamps









Auto headlamp









19" alloy wheels with black metallic finish









Roof Rails with black metallic finish









ST-line Spoiler









Front grille with black metallic finish









ST-line body kit
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ST-line

Interior Features
Partial leather seat is available in Trend and sport only









Leather steering wheel available in all grades except ST-line









Electric -10way driver seat









Tray tables available in Titanium only









Full Salerno leather seats









Leather steering wheel with red stitching









Partial leather seats with special cloth with red stitching
(Dinamica Salerno)
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Standard

ALJ Auto Jameel reserves the right to
make changes in prices, colors,
specifications or to discontinue models
at any time without prior notice

Recommends



fordegypt
fordegypt

Not Available



DREAM
CATCHER

Power and efficiency
without compromise

The 1.5-litre EcoBoost engine delivers 180Hp and
240N.m a rewarding performance that is matched by
efficiency. The combination of smart design and
advanced engineering means outstanding fuel economy
and low CO2 emissions.

Hands-Free, Foot-Activated
Liftgate

Thanks to the hands-free, foot-activated liftgate,
there’s no need to fumble for keys. If your arms are
full of items like grocery bags, with the Intelligent
access key in your pocket or purse, kick your foot
under the bumper and the liftgate opens.

Adaptive Cruise control

Kuga makes it so easy.

You could say Kuga is one smart SUV. It has a potent performance and smooth
responsiveness matched by outstanding fuel efficiency and low emissions: the Kuga
delivers it all in one precision engineered package.

Cruise Control is great when you leave the city limits.
But what about when you’re driving on busy
highways and freeways? Adaptive Cruise Control lets
you cruise in traffic by ‘reading’ the traffic ahead and
managing your speed and distance as it changes.
The system automatically reduces your speed when
it detects a slower vehicle so the gap you’ve chosen
between you and the vehicle in front is maintained.

Colours

Blazer Blue

All wheel drive
Confidence in changeable conditions (AWD)
An Intelligent All Wheel Drive system can determine how much grip, cornering balance and
responsiveness is required in wet or dry conditions and on varying terrain. The technology is able to
send drive to the front or rear axle depending on requirements. And this ‘torque on demand’ system
delivers exceptional handling and improved efficiency.

(Solid Body Colour)

Rims

Chrome blue

(Metalic Body Colour)

Cooper Pulse

(Metalic Body Colour)

Ruby Red

(Metalic Body Colour)

Moondust Silver

(Metalic Body Colour)

17” Alloy wheels
(Trend & Sport)

Magnetic

(Metalic Body Colour)

4531mm

Absolute Black

(Metalic Body Colour)

Diffused Silver

(Metalic Body Colour)

Guard

(Metalic Body Colour)

2077mm

Frozen White

(Solid Body Colour)

White Platinum Special
(Metalic Body Colour)

18” Alloy wheels
(Titanium)

2077mm

1703mm

Navigation System

(GPS) technology is combined with 3D mapping and provides voice-guided turn-by-turn directions,
From finding the most efficient routes to locating nearby gas stations, restaurants & other points of
interest, your navigation system keeps you on track and on time.

Race Red

(Metalic Body Colour)

2690mm

19” Alloy wheels
(ST-LINE)

